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♦ Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope. 
 
(Al –Baqarah :286) 
 
 
♦ To believe in your own thought, to believe that what is true for you in your 
private heart is true for all men, that is genius. 
 
(Ralph Waldo Emerson) 
 
 





♦ Whatever you imagine is where your heart can go  
There are worlds full of treasure, sign without measure  
To learn whatever you may need to know  
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 The objective of this study is to reveal the significance and the 
meaning of symbols implied in D. H. Lawrence’s Women in Love. In order to 
reach the answer, the writer employs the theory of symbolism in literature 
together with the implication. 
 The study employs a qualitative method. This study uses library 
data that are characterized into two, namely the primary and secondary 
data. The primary data source and the object of study is the novel Women in 
Love itself, meanwhile the secondary one is any literature related with this 
study. The data collections are gained from both, primary and secondary 
data source in sort of document as evidence. The study uses study research to 
collect the data. The collected data are analyzed by means of descriptive and 
hermeneutic analysis. 
 The outcome of this study affirms that the novel of Women in 
Love is full of symbolism that can be seen through the reflection of the 
character, setting, action, object, plot, and style. Women in Love describes 
English society who tries to define their self-actualization in their effort in 
transcending the difficulties of the modern life in the beginning of the 
twentieth century. D. H. Lawrence creates the story as a form of his 
commentary, allusion, and criticism to the continuous upheavals in the 
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